Directions to the UC Simulation Center

From the North I - 71 -
- take Taft Exit and go west towards UC.
- Continue on William Howard Taft and turn right on Jefferson
- On Jefferson continue approximately three blocks turn right on Daniels.
- The LWC is at the corner of Daniels and Vine.
- The entrance and parking lot is behind the building. Continue on Daniels one block to Van St and turn Right

From I - 75 -
- Hopple Exit to Martin Luther King
- Turn Right onto Jefferson
- On Jefferson continue approximately two blocks and turn left onto Daniels
- The LWC is at the corner of Daniels and Vine.
- The entrance and parking lot is behind the building. Continue on Daniels one block to Van St and turn Right

Parking: Park in spaces marked College of Engineering in our lot. If those are full, there are usually open meter spots on Daniels, or there is a $1 lot on Vine just south of this building. Picture at right is our Parking lot behind the building.